
WHOOP IT UP

You will need:  •  Strip of paper, about 6cm wide and 30cm long  •  Pencil  •  Glue stick  •  Balloon  
• Scissors  •  Large rubber glove   •  Several rubber bands   •  Car wash sponge

Whoopee cushions are pretty much the most fun you can have sitting down. 

1. Start by making your fart whistle. Wind 
the paper tightly around the pencil to make 
a paper tube. Use a glue stick to stick down 
the end of the paper strip so it doesn’t unwind,
and then slide out the pencil.

2. If you’re using a round balloon, with your 
scissors carefully cut across the rubber at its
widest point. For a sausage-shaped balloon, 
cut across the balloon at the opposite end 
from the mouthpiece. 

4. Now for your cushion! Tie a knot in each 
finger and thumb of the glove (or seal them off 
using rubber bands), except the middle finger. 
Knotting the fingers forces the air through the 
fart whistle. Stuff the sponge inside the glove 
until it is entirely covered and fits snugly inside.

5. If there is enough spare glove, stretch it and
knot the glove closed or seal using a rubber 
band. The sponge makes your parp cushion 
self-inflating. Now, carefully cut off the tip 
of the middle finger, insert your fart whistle 
and seal it tightly with a rubber band. Give 
it a practice squeeze. It should fart nicely. If 
not, check all the seals to make sure air isn’t 
escaping in the wrong places. 

3. Insert the paper tube into the neck of the balloon, leaving as much balloon to hang free beyond the 
tube as possible. This gives you a wetter, richer fart noise. If the balloon doesn’t cling tightly around the
tube, secure it with a small rubber band. Blow the whistle and hear a fart!

6. Place your whoopee cushion on a seat under a comfy cushion. Hard chairs work better than soft
ones. Invite a victim to take the weight off their legs. Thrrrrrrpppp! 


